
28 June 2003

Miss Diana Chu

Direct Communications Unit

10 Downing Street

LONDON

SW1 2AA

Dear Miss Chu

Thank you for your reply of 26 June 2003 to my letter of 9 June to the Prime Minister

on behalf of this group.  There are three points that I must make in response.

1)  The first paragraph of my original letter read as follows.  "I hope that your reply to

this letter will indicate explicitly that you, Tony Blair, have actually read this letter and

authorised a specific reply, rather than that an official has read the letter on your behalf

and has decided that he already has all the delegated authority he needs in order also to

send us (for example) a dismissive reply, purportedly upon your behalf, without even

showing you the letter.".  I'm afraid that your reply on the Prime Minister's behalf failed

to meet this criterion.

2)  You have told me that the Prime Minister has asked you to "assure" me that "the

points" I made would be "carefully considered".  How long will this careful

consideration take, by whom will it be conducted, and how shall we be informed of its

outcome?

3)  The principal question in my 9 June letter remains unanswered.  Please ascertain

definitely whether the Prime Minister will now make it government policy to pass

legislation, and to try to negotiate an international treaty, in both cases categorising as a

crime against humanity the use, without continuing informed consent, of information

technology that enables human thought to be monitored or influenced.

For your convenience I enclose a further copy of my original letter and the "manifesto"

document that was enclosed therewith.  I should be grateful for a more substantive

response from the Prime Minister, one which addresses each of the three numbered

points made in this letter.

Yours sincerely,

John Allman



cc Phil Willis MP (Lib Dem, Harrogate & Knaresborough)


